Clean Group Commercial Cleaning Reveals
Green Cleaning Solutions
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Sydney, Australia - The Clean Group, Australia’s most trusted office and commercial cleaning
company, recently revealed its multi-faceted program of green solutions to provide businesses in
Sydney, Melbourne, and Brisbane with a safe and eco-friendly cleaning alternative. This initiative was
taken as part of the company’s commitment to help business owners reduce their impact on the
environment.
For more than 20 years, the Clean Group has been offering a wide range of services to small,
medium, and large businesses throughout Australia. By investing in the latest technology and the
most advanced equipment, they have become a leader in their industry and are trusted by some of
the country’s most well-known brands. They take pride in delivering professional and affordable
services to businesses who wish to maintain both a pleasant and sanitized environment for their staff
and clients.

“We’ve been trusted by thousands of businesses across Australia and cater to over a hundred
suburbs in NSW, VIC and QLD,” said Suji Siv, a representative of the company. “We provide a staff of
highly-trained, friendly, reliable, and trustworthy professionals to keep your establishment clean.”
The Clean Group is also chosen as the commercial cleaners of choice because of its in-depth ecofriendly initiatives. These green solutions include requiring all their cleaners to use products that are
non-toxic and bio-degradable. They also prefer to use products that are produced organically and by
sustainable farming methods.
According to Siv, “Our company makes it a point to reduce our use of water while on the job as well
as to avoid the use of chemicals containing phosphates and other dangerous elements. By employing
microfibre technology, we also reduce the need for using strong chemicals.”
By utilizing microfiber cloths, the Clean Group reduces the use of water and chemicals as these
synthetic cloths are highly effective in removing dirt and dust in surfaces and can trap even the
smallest particles. By being super absorbent as well, they highly reduce the use of water and
chemicals.
All of the Clean Group’s eco-friendly practices are adaptable to any kind of business premises
including retail stores, schools, childcare, medical centres, fitness facilities and office cleaning. This

includes the use of the i-mop floor scrubber, which applies powerful twin counter-rotating scrubbers to
remove dirt and stains from floors while reducing water and chemical usage by 40%.
In addition to interior commercial cleaning services, the Clean Group specializes in maintaining and
cleaning strata. Providing customized solutions to their clients, the Clean Group offers the flexibility to
ensure ever strata property is left looking as good as new. Certified professionals use the latest and
safest equipment as well as premium cleaning products. The company also conducts regular
inspections and consistently evaluates the feedback they receive to further better the services they
provide. “We extend our services to most types of strata property found in general,” stated Siv. “With
the right blend of experience, expertise, and commitment we are, to put it simply, the best candidate
for strata maintenance you’re likely to come across.”
In addition to commercial and office spaces, the Clean Group provides services to medical centres,
schools, childcare facilities, and fitness centres. Licensed and insured technicians work within these
premises to sanitise, polish, sterilise, and disinfect these sensitive and germ-laden areas. These
areas include reception/waiting areas, furniture, blinds, cabinetry, doctors’ chambers, play areas,
nappy changing stations, electronic devices, air vents, gym equipment, toilets, and more.
The Clean Group also offers a complete range of cleaning services to churches and warehouses. In
addition to cleaning the church’s sanctuary, the company has the proper equipment to clean
ornamental ceilings, statues, chandeliers, stain-glass windows, paintings, and tile, wood, or carpeted
floors.
For warehouse cleaning, the Clean Group is able to meet the general code of conduct set by the
government that must be abided by all warehouse owners. The company employs technicians who
are well-trained in the use of cleaning and scrubbing machines within these premises and who can
use the correct methods and equipment without causing damage.
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